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Chapter 1 : Blank Family Tree Template - 32+ Free Word, PDF Documents Download | Free & Premium Te
A number of websites offer free ancestry charts and forms to view, download, save, and print, including printable family
tree-style documents, fan charts, and pedigree forms. These types of charts show the same types of information, such
as birth, death, and marriage years for ancestors going back several generations.

You may freely copy and reproduce as many as you want so long as you do NOT alter or change anything on
the chart. Pedigree Chart This is your traditional pedigree chart. It holds up to 6 generations in the familiar
standard format. The one difference being that this chart has room for one generation of descendants. There
are fields that allow you to link from one chart to another. This chart allows you to fill it out in Acrobat before
printing. It contains space for the spouse of the starting person as well as the children of the starting couple.
This chart provides space to record 4 generations of ancestors and one generation of descendants children , to
make up a total of 5 generations. This chart is an "interactive" PDF chart that can either be printed out on your
printer and filled in by hand, or can be edited on your computer using the free version of Adobe Acrobat. The
chart can be saved with your genealogical data to a file and can be shared with others. There is no other chart
on the market that fits 6 generations of pictures this size. This chart is great for getting to know your ancestors.
You can use this to teach your children about their family tree. This is a good chart to take to family reunions.
Bowtie Chart This is very similar to the Fan chart, but each side is spread out for visual effect. It clearly
separates maternal and paternal ancestral lines. Kids Chart Finally a genealogy chart made specially for kids.
This chart is small in generations but large in size, making it easy to read and fill out. This is the perfect chart
to help kids learn about where they came from. This Chart is perfect for the classroom or home. Family Tree
Chart This a very unique tree chart design that holds up to 6 generations in a tree shape. You can follow
ancestral lines by following the branches. All the ancestors are placed on the leaves in the upper tree. The
fathers are placed on the shaded leaves and the Mothers are placed on the white leaves. In traditional pedigree
charts its easy to get lost. This chart is lined up in a way that makes it easy to see and follow surname ancestral
lines. Each surname line is represented horizontally across the page. This chart holds up to 6 generations. Fan
Chart 6 generations This is your traditional Fan style chart. We have room for one generation of descendants.
You can print this chart to fill out by hand, or fill out the chart right in Acrobat and then print. Family Group
Record Sheet A very popular chart among genealogists. The layout is simple, clean, elegant, and easy to read.
It provides space for up to 8 children.
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Chapter 2 : Family Tree Chart Template: Free Download, Create, Edit, Fill| Wondershare PDFelement
Create a short and crisp chart that tracks your genealogy accurately using this amazing fill able family tree format that is
easy to use and edit. This template has been designed for ease of use by the patrons.

PDF editor helps you edit your form Fast and smart editing just like in Microsoft Word Intelligent form
recognition makes your PDF form fillable Download PDF Editor Tips for Filling the Template Gathering your
ancestry details on a family tree is a nice way to help people, especially kids to learn more about their heritage
and gain information about great grandparents as well as other relatives they might never have had the
opportunity to meet. For adults, it would be a great opportunity to honor deceased family and make a beautiful
representation of history of a family. Here is the step by step instruction on how to create a family tree chart:
Learn More about Your Ancestors a. Ask your relatives for the details you need. If you are making a family
tree for your school project, your parents might be able to tell you all the things you need to know about your
family. For broad family history projects, you may want to consider looking at a genealogy file. There are a lot
of websites like familysearch. A family tree is not as useful when someone is unintentionally left out. You
may want to ask different sources to make sure your details are accurate. Decide How Much Details You Need
It is interesting to trace the history of your family as far back as you could, but when you are making a family
tree, it is not practical to document that information that extends more than a few generations back. You are
restricted by the size of the paper you use, because you have to be able to write all of the names on just one
page. Organize Your New Details Write your findings in family tree you are making. It is also a good idea to
file notes and photocopies by family, geography or source so you are able to refer to them again. Choose what
you want to concentrate on next. On top of finding the details you know you are searching for, you may also
find distant relatives and details you never thought about. What is Family Tree Chart A Family Tree chart is
nothing but a genuine compilation of your family line from its roots until the present day. On the face of it,
this might sound confusing. And, maybe, a difficult task too. In fact, building it can be truly uplifting. Present
modern technology has made family constructing a lot easier. Different ways of electronic communication,
outputs, and inputs have made this otherwise difficult task really easy. Mainly, a lot of interviews have to be
performed. A long line of close family members, relatives, and their lineages will need to be interviewed in
detail. You have to concentrate on collecting right information and real facts. Senior citizens, like
grandparents, if still alive, are able to give delightful comprehensions into their past ancestry. Their spoken
contributions are the most reliable and you are able to take advantage of them. While interviewing your
relatives, quiet skill and diplomacy have to be observed. Family Tree Chart Basic Format What technically
included in a family tree are relatives and the basic tree is close ancestors only. Standard is that you begin the
tree with you, work back to put parents, then your grandparents, then your great grandparents, and on back.
They are included in research files, registered on family group sheets, or show up on offspring charts. More
tips about Family Tree Chart 1. Use different shapes for different genders. For example, you may want to use
circle for females and square for males, or any shapes you may want to use. Through this, anyone looking at
your family tree could easily tell at first glance the gender of the different persons. Use dashed lines for
couples that have separated or divorced. Write the dates of birth and deaths. It can add a lot of details to your
tree and make it interesting for your friends and other relatives. Add more biographical details for every
individual, like birthday, maiden names, middle names, and other important details.
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Chapter 3 : 53+ Family Tree Templates | Sample Templates
Finally a genealogy chart made specially for kids. This chart is small in generations but large in size, making it easy to
read and fill out. This is the perfect chart to help kids learn about where they came from.

Family Tree Template Finder: Free Printable Charts for Genealogy 2,shares Looking for a family tree template
for your genealogy research, class project or to frame as a gift? Make Instant Discoveries in Your Family Tree
Now Imagine adding your family tree to a simple website and getting hundreds of new family history
discoveries instantly. MyHeritage is offering 2 free weeks of access to their extensive collection of 9 billion
historical records, as well as their matching technology that instantly connects you with new information about
your ancestors. Sign up using the link below to find out what you can uncover about your family. Discover
New Genealogy Records Instantly 4 Family Tree Template Options Please note that we are affiliate partners
with some of the sites on this list and may earn a fee to support our work if you take advantage of certain
services. They offer a simple and interactive way to create and print a family tree, with the choice of several
attractive options, including the fan chart seen above. Sign up for a free account, enter in the names of your
family and hit the print button. Straight-forward, smart and really quite fun. You can also find a wide selection
of other printable charts on FamilySearch here. Family Tree Templates This site has a huge selection of free
printable family tree templates, as well as editable PDFs that you can fill out on the computer and print off in
completed form for a small fee. Many of their pedigree chart designs are very imaginative and are perfect for
class projects. They also have a wide variety of charts that would be good to frame as a gift. Genealogy Bank
Genealogy Bank, an extensive paid family history records service, offers a simple and elegant family tree
template for free on their website. The editable tree is easy to download and use, and looks great printed. It
does require you to have Microsoft Powerpoint or Open Office Impress installed on your computer which is an
excellent open source version of Powerpoint. If you already have a tree on ancestry , or want to create one,
you can print easily from the interactive tree as well. You will need to create a free account to do that and
Ancestry will try to sell you access to their records in the process, although it is optional. To begin receiving
the free weekly newsletter please take a moment to check your email and confirm your subscription. There
was an error submitting your subscription.
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Chapter 4 : Family Tree Templates & Pedigree Charts | Ancestry
Printable Blank Family Tree Charts. These blank family tree charts will help you to hand-record your family history great for class handouts. These can be used to create a family tree diagram for simple 4-generation family tree project,
or you can cross-reference multiple family tree sheets for larger projects.

With a Star of David. With a world map focused on the Americas. With a Maine state map. New York Family
Tree: With a New York map from compiled from the moft authentic information! Nova Scotia Family Tree:
With a maritime province map. A lower-resolution 72 ppi , black-and-white gif version of the original tree
diagram and design. Family Tree Word Document: The image is simply laid out with standard margins for
easy printing. See these links on Interesting. Printing the Trees To print one of these family tree images with
Internet Explorer, hover your mouse over the image and use the right-click button. Then select "Print Picture"
on the menu. In the latest editions of IE you can also select the print icon from the top menu bar. In earlier
editions, select File and then Print. To print one of the alternate versions instead of the main image you will
first need to click on it. Click on one of the alternates or right-click on the main image and select "View
Image". From there select File and then Print, or click Cntl-P. To print with Microsoft Word, click here for the
tree document. Most browsers will ask if you want to open or save the file. Either is fine; opening is the most
direct. This document should be compatible with all MS Word editions since Word Once the file is open you
print as normal. More "technical" printing tips: The basic JPG images are pixels wide by pixels high at 90
pixels per inch. But printing from images on the web is notoriously complex to get exactly right. Every
operating system Windows, Mac , every web browser Internet Explorer, Firefox, Opera , and every printer is
different. To get the appearance you want, be sure to use the "Print Preview" function on your software. You
can usually resize an image to fit the page. You can also set your "Page Options" in many programs to
manually define the margins. Including More Family Information Adding ancestors: Its easy to combine trees
to extend this beyond great-grandparents. Simply connect charts together by making a note by any name, e.
Some other forms you may find out there have a more structured layout than this template. Others include
blanks for date of birth, date of marriage, date of death, place of birth, place of marriage, place of death.
Rather than take up space with these I decided to leave empty spaces where you can enter the information you
have available. I think this flexible format lets you fit more family info. Maintaining a Printable Tree Online
Once you have collected some family history information on paper I highly recommend putting it in family
tree software or on a family tree website. This will make it much easier to maintain and share, and safer for
posterity. Some people feel uncomfortable about putting family information online â€” for good reason.
Therefore WikiTree enables you to control access through "Trusted Lists. Because of this unique privacy
balance WikiTree is rapidly becoming a worldwide family tree. Unlike family tree software and many
genealogy websites, WikiTree is entirely free. Every tree also have a "Print-Friendly" version, like this: The
printer-friendly tree is optimized for easy printing.
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Chapter 5 : Genealogy Charts
Family Tree Templates - Download Free Family Tree Charts From 21 Pages Family tree templates have previously only
been available to members of a few select websites. Even then you may still have to pay for each download of any
individual family tree chart.

Download Tips for Creating a Family Tree A family tree is the ideal way to explain the pedigree or
relationships in a family in a graphical representation. The templates allow you to edit the content, color as
well as design quite conveniently. Explore the variety of family tree templates online and get perfect family
budget worksheets created in minutes. There are different types of templates available like 3 generation trees,
4 generation trees, trees with siblings and more. If you are interested to craft your family pedigree in a
graphical pattern, you can get the whole sample crated yourself quite easily. For this you need to use any word
document and add chart maps as per your design requirements. The template thus created can be edited in
seconds and even if you want to include a new member to the tree, you can do it in seconds. For adding more
fun and elegance to the tree, you can fill the shapes giving vibrant colors. Once you created the template using
word, you can edit that with the names anytime. Uses A funny representation of the Family Tree would go a
long way in making the members and the kids happy. Templates are inundated with attractive posters and
advertisements that captivate the imagination of the people. They can be downloaded and printed according to
the requirements of the users. Samples are designed with boxes situated across different locations across the
templates. It can be filled with information right from the grandparents to the siblings. You do not have to
draw the hierarchical structure from scratch because it is already imprinted in the templates. One needs only to
enter the suitable information without any hassles. It is an interesting exercise for the children because they get
engrossed in the activity. In addition, you will enjoy the amazing figures accompanying the detailed
hierarchical information. Templates have made the tree creation process an absolute breeze that even a layman
would understand how to enter the information. Each figure is self-explanatory with minimum chances of
errors. All templates can be printed in the form of hard copy. Kids and adult use the template because it is an
unusual activity that traces the history of the family. You can even paste the picture of parents and siblings in
the space provided by the template. They are downloaded from the internet and printed according to the
requirements of the users. Benefits One of the most important benefits of the tree template is that it promotes
logical reasoning among the children and also introduces them to different facets of family history. Moreover,
it provides an impressive representation of the information with funny pictures to boot. Even powerpoint
template is also available on the online website for the users so that they can edit and enter new information.
Due to the presence of multiple templates, the plain Family Tree structure can be constructed without any
expertise in the field of art. All you have to do is to write the name of all the family members in a page or
make a sheet who are elder and younger. You may want to present the logical reasoning among children about
their family generations as well as want to make them understand the family relationships clearly; these family
tree templates offer you a convenient and easily understandable way to communicate the pedigree. Moreover,
its up to your artistic nature that how you make these templates more interactive and communicative. If you
have any DMCA issues on this post, please contact us!
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Chapter 6 : Family Tree Templates
Charts and Forms Ancestral Chart An ancestor chart records the ancestors from whom you directly descend--those for
whom you intend to compile a complete and correct family unit.

Free Download Has the thought of where you have come from or where you are going ever crossed your
mind? How long are you really here for? In the end you are all going to pass on and who will be left behind?
And it is easy to do just that by taking a good long look at you family tree. A family tree in simple words is a
chart that traces your back your ancestors. However it is actually a document that proves your lineage and also
helps to answer the existential question of how we got here? In simplest terms it is nothing more than a chart
that represents the familial relationships, it is named family tree for its conventional tree structure. The other
less popular formats are pedigree charts and ancestry charts. Family trees are designed to mimic the branching
out look of an old and magnificent tree. The oldest ancestors are placed at the bottom thereby forming the root
and the subsequent generation slowly spreading out to mimic the look of a tree. The family tree will be wider
at the top than at the bottom. Family trees come in different styles. One may contain all direct descents in one
single line or all the known ancestors of that individual. Another form may include all the descendents with
the same surname or namely all the male descendents. A man cannot exist without a past. Somehow from the
birth of mankind the bloodline has survived numerous hardships, it has undergone everything that has been
thrown at it and has come down to be embodied into you. A family tree helps you to trace back your ancestors
whose blood now flows in your veins. It is a way for one to keep in touch with his lineage and heritage. As a
wise man once said there was never a king who did not have a slave amongst his ancestors and neither was
there a slave who did not have a king among his ancestors. Blank Family Tree Charts to Handwrite Genealogy
Ancestors Trace back your ancestors with the help of this beautiful family tree chart where you can write
down the names of your ancestors as well as all the descendents. It is easy to edit and print out. This is the
genealogy template of choice. This family tree poster comes in two colours and is quite easy to use. The
family tree template is usable with MS Word. This template is quite popular for its customization options and
ease of use. Download Digital File Family Tree Blank Template with SVG Format In this digital do not bother
printing out a long and complicated family tree instead make a family tree and save it digitally for future
generations. This family tree format is easy to use and the best part it saves your data on cloud servers.
Download Vintage Our Family Tree Berkey Template Download Use this family tree template if you wish to
create a family tree with a vintage look and appeal. The template has been designed by professionals keeping
the vintage theme in mind. It is noted for its visual appeal. Download Blank Family Tree Template With
Vintage Frames Use this classic family tree format to design a family tree that reflects the prestige and honour
of your bloodline. The template is editable and easy t use and has vintage frames where pictures of family
members can be inserted. Download Blank Family Tree Template with Photo Faces Put this amazing fill able
family history template to good use to trace your ancestors. Not only is it easily editable it also comes with
small frames where the pictures of family members could be put in. Download Easy Editable Tree with Paper
for your Text Often the simplest ways are the best ways and so keeping this in mind here is a family tree
template that uses a minimal approach. It is easy to use and highly editable.
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Chapter 7 : Family Echo - Free Online Family Tree Maker
These printable blank family trees and ancestor charts are perfect for genealogy research and class projects. Each
template is available in two versions: a free version and a $4 editable version The free versions are available in Acrobat
.PDF) format: just download one, open it in Acrobat (or another program that can display www.nxgvision.com file.

A family that has a greater number of members known as complex type should have created a family tree
especially used for family gatherings such as reunions, birthdays, weddings and the like for remembering and
apprising. The template is a useful and creative tool for making a large family tree where it is identified with
boxes and lines that will be up to the user on how to make connections with the aid of Microsoft Word. The
family tree is a creative arrangement of displaying the details of each family member. In line with the template
formulated for family tree, it will be much easier to make a family tree for 3 generation that will help us to fill
in the growing number of lineage for future dates. This is presented in Microsoft Word depending on the type
of chart but same purpose is to exhibit connections for grandparents, parents and children. Not only has it
helped us to maintain the bonding of the family members by portraying them in a classic family tree but also
an appreciation and respect of the children starting from the descendants. It is an interesting project for kids
when it comes to their family history. Family tree is usually done in Microsoft Word with series of boxes and
lines where the ability of the child to make it colorful and meaningful boosts. Family tree chart is best
presented in Microsoft Word or Excel in various forms commonly contains a lot of boxes to fill in and lines
for connections. Using a template for family tree with the use of Microsoft Word, a clear picture of family is
presented. As the word simple depicts, it will be in the form of boxes or circles with connecting lines. A
family tree diagram template is an effective tool to present the complicated affiliation of every member in the
family group. This is suitable to be created in Microsoft Word where numbers of boxes vary depending on the
quantity of family and the connecting lines between them. With the help of template made for family tree, it
will be easy for us to create a 7 generation family tree in Microsoft Word because it provides an understanding
on what to include and fill in through the given samples. It will usually start from the first ancestors up to the
present generation. This means it can be used as a means of updating family details in terms of birth dates and
dates of death. This generation is used to keep track and make record on family history for the number of alive
and deceased in the family. It will also show the growing number of family group through family tree. This is
best to appear in Microsoft Word for perfect view of family details and connections. It is an exact way of
presenting every family member whether present or not as long as it is by the blood. This is ideal to be created
in Microsoft Word wherein it consists of boxes and connecting lines. This family tree is showed in the form of
a book to define the connections of the family members. It is usually seen using a Microsoft Word for best
demonstration of family tree keeping it as a valuable file for everyone. In this template, pictures of each family
member are attached in line with the details and history stated in the family tree. It is presented in Microsoft
Word where it contains boxes and lines that will serve as a connection for the family members. It is presented
for the purpose of making a family tree more beautiful and stylish. Using a Powerpoint template for family
tree, there are backgrounds and layouts that can be used to exhibit the relationship of the family members.
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Chapter 8 : Free Printable Family Tree Diagrams
This printable ten-generation family tree fits on two pages and can be used to trace ancestry or descendants. Find this
Pin and more on Genealogy ~ Charts, Forms and Printables by George Dockery.

The Excel workbook contains 2 different styles and orientations. See the screenshots on the right. Kennedy
and family, created using the family tree template. Tips to Make a Family Tree Start with what you know â€”
you and your living relatives Ask your relatives for help using their memories and family documents such as
Bibles, birth and marriage certificates, journals and military records. Review other websites to see what others
have discovered about your family lines. Be careful as some of the family trees on line are not accurate. Focus
on primary sources such as copies of birth, census, death and marriage records. Many of these are available on
line for free or a nominal fee. Be patient â€” it can take a long time to uncover your genealogy. Genealogy
Charts and Forms at CyndisList. Graphical Family Tree - genealogy. Great for simple school projects and kids
activities. Free Family Tree Software - myheritage. Genealogy and Family Tree Resources Ancestry. May be
subject to fees. Free Family History Course at byu. Family Search at familysearch. You can also create Free
Online Family Trees. Family Health History Tree at hhs. This can help you and younger generations maintain
their health.

Chapter 9 : Family Tree Template â€“ + Free Word, Excel, PDF Format Download! | Free & Premium Temp
Free Printable Family Tree Diagrams. Getting started with family history? Here is a free, blank family tree that you can
print. It has a basic fill-in-the-blank layout of parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents with extra room for notes.
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